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Summary

The Hutton property is 6 unit claim in Hutton Township, Sudbury Mining Division, NTS 41-1-14, 100*^ 
owned by Inco Limited. The claim was staked to protect an airborne electromagnetic response. The target 
is VMS Pb-Zn-Cu. A surface UTEM survey was successful in detecting conductivity possibly associated 
with economic sulphide concentrations. Diamond drilling is recommended to evaluate the response.
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Introduction

The claim was staked to protect an airborne electromagnetic conductor detected during Inco Limited's 
1997 GETOM survey of the Sudbury Basin North Range Footwall. The response lies within Archean 
greenstones adjacent iron formation, and is deemed to have potential for VMS Pb-Zn-Cu. Evaluation in 
2002 consisted of a UTEM survey to better determine the nature of the response.

Property

Location and Access

The property is located approximately 20 km north of the Town of Capreol and l km east of the Moose 
Mountain mine. Access is provided by secondary Highway 806 which runs through the property (Figure 
D-

Property Status

The property consists of one claim containing a total of 6 units (Figure 2). The claim is 1009b owned by 
Inco Limited.

Claim No. of Units Due Date 

1244395 6 June 26,2002 

Exploration History 

Foreign Exploration

No record of previous exploration activity on the property was located. However, the area has been 
prospected for iron and gold in the past.

Regional Geology

The property is located within a small Archean greenstone belt that is dominated by mafic volcanic flows. 
Minor rhyolite flows and tuffs are also present. Banded oxide facies iron formation has been defined in at 
least 11 lenses, the largest of which were briefly mined in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The volcanics 
are overlain on the eastern side by Huronian metasediments.

Property Geology

ODM Map 2180 indicates the property to be underlain by massive to well-banded mafic to intermediate 
metavolcanics. Outcrop exposure is extremely poor.

2002 Exploration Program 

UTEM Survey

A reconnaissance grid of four lines was installed using flagging and topo-fill over the area known to 
contain a previously detected Geotem airborne EM response (Figure 3). Locations were established by 
non-differential GPS. The grid was then covered with a large loop UTEM-3 transient electromagnetic 
survey. Vertical transient measurements were taken at nominal 25 m intervals using a base frequency of
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2381 Q
31 Hz. Instrument specifications, data reduction and plotting conventions are provided in Appendix 3 and 
individual profiles are included in Appendix 4.

Interpretation

All data have been interpreted by subtracting first the latest time channel (UTEM channel 1) for the 
purposes of removing geometric error. A clear initial amplitude anomaly of about 10*?fc dominates the late 
delay time channels and is observed on all four lines. The axis of the interpreted top edge of the conductor 
is shown in Figure 3. The conductor has an interpreted depth of about 125 m on Lines 2 and 3 but is much 
deeper (175 m) on Line O, indicating a modest westward plunge. The dip is interpreted to be to the south 
at about 600 . The relatively small amplitude of the response indicates a limited dip extent, probably about 
150 m. The interpreted conductance is about 150 Siemens.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The 2002 program was successful in delineating conductivity prospective for VMS style mineralization. 
Diamond drilling is recommended as the next stage in the evaluation of the property.

References
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

Contract UTEM Survey 32,355

ITSL Employee Wages S400

Geophysical Services S560

Casual Help S408

Total 33,723



APPENDIX l 

CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIONS

I, Everett F. Makela of the Town of Lively, in the Province of Ontario, HEREBY CERTIFY:

1. That I reside at 343 Maple Street, Lively, Ontario, Canada, P3Y 1M5.

2. That I am a graduate of Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario, with an Honours Bachelor of 
Science (1986) degree in Geology.

3. That I am a Project Geologist with Inco Technical Services, of Copper Cliff, Ontario, POM l NO.

4. That I have practiced my profession as a geologist since 1986, having worked in Labrador, 
Quebec, the Northwest Territories, Ontario and Greenland.

5. That the work described in this report was carried out under my supervision.

Dated at Copper Cliff, Ontario, this 26th day of June 2002.
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LIST OF PERSONNEL

Personnel

E. Makela

C. Gamble

D. Tremblay

B. Polzer

Two person crew

Work Period

June 25
Report Preparation

June 24
Loop laying for UTEM

June 24
Station flagging for UTEM

June 25
Geophysical interpretation

June 24 
UTEM survey

Affiliation

Inco Technical Services Limited
Hwy 17 West
Copper Cliff, Ontario POM 1NO

Inco Technical Services Limited
Hwy 17 West
Copper Cliff, Ontario POM l NO

Inco Technical Services Limited
Hwy 17 West
Copper Cliff, Ontario POM l NO

Inco Technical Services Limited
Hwy 17 West
Copper Cliff, Ontario POM l NO

Lamontagne Geophysics Ltd 
115 Grant Timmins Drive 
Kingston, Ontario K7L-4V4
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The UTEM SYSTEM

UTEM uses a large, fixed, horizontal transmitter loop as its source. Loops 
range in size from 300m x 300m up to as large as 4km x 4km. Smaller loops 
are generally used over conductive terrain or for shallow sounding work. 
The larger loops are only used over resistive terrain. The UTEM receiver is 
typically syncronized with the transmitter at the beginning of a survey day 
and operates remotely after that point. The clocks employed - one in each of 
the receiver and transmitter - are sufficiently accurate to maintain 
synchronisation.

Measurements are routinely taken to a distance of 1.5 to twice the loop 
dimensions, depending on the local noise levels, and can be continued 
further. Lines are typically surveyed out from the edge of the loop but may 
also be read across the loop wire and through the centre of the loop, a 
configuration used mainly to detect horizontal conductors. BHUTEM - the 
borehole version of UTEM -surveys have been carried out to depths up to 
3000+ metres.

System Waveform

The UTEM transmitter passes a low-frequency (4 Hz to 90 Hz) current of a 
precisely regulated triangular waveform through the transmitter loop. The 
frequency can be set to any value within the operating range of the 
transmitter, however, it is usually set at 31 Hz to minimise power line (60 
Hz in North America) effects. Since a receiver coil responds to the time 
derivative of the magnetic field, the UTEM system really "sees" the step 
response of the ground. UTEM is the only time domain system which 
measures the step response of the ground. All other T.D.E.M. systems to 
date transmit a modified step current and "see" the (im)pulse response of 
the ground at the receiver. In practice, the transmitted UTEM waveform is 
tailored to optimize signal-to-noise. Deconvolution techniques are 
employed within the system to produce an equivalent to the conceptual 
"step response" at the receiver.

System Sampling

The UTEM receiver measures the time variation of the magnetic field in the 
direction of the receiver coil at 10 delay times (channels). UTEM channels 
are spaced in a binary, geometric progression across each half-cycle of the 
received waveform. Channel 10 is the earliest channel and it is 1/210 of the
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half-cycle wide. Channel l, the latest channel, is 1/21 of the half-cycle wide 
(see Figure below). The measurements obtained for each of 10 channels are 
accumulated over many half-cycles. Each final channel value, as stored, is 
the average of the measurements for that time channel. The number of 
half-cycles averaged generally ranges between 2048 (1024 full-cycles - IK in 
UTEM jargon) to 32768 (16K) depending on the level of ambient noise and 
the signal strength.

Half cycle

UTEM Channels

Full cycle

System Configurations

For surface work the receiver coil is mounted on a portable tripod and 
oriented. During a surface UTEM survey the vertical component of the 
magnetic field (Hz) of the transmitter loop is always measured. Horizontal 
in-line (Hx) and cross-line (Hy) components are also measured if more 
detailed information is required. The UTEM System is also capable of 
measuring the two horizontal components of the electric field, Ex and Ey. A 
dipole sensor comprised of two electrodes is used to measure the electric 
field components. This is generally used for outlining resistive features to 
which the magnetic field is not very sensitive.

BHUTEM surveys employ a receiver coil that is smaller in diameter than 
the surface coil. The borehole receiver coil forms part of a down-hole 
receiver package used to measure the axial (along-borehole) component of
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the magnetic field of the transmitter loop. Due to the distance between coil 
and receiver in borehole surveys the signal must be transmitted up to the 
receiver. In BHUTEM the signal is transmitted to surface digitally using a 
kevlar-reinforced fibre-optic cable as a data link. Using a fibre-optic link 
avoids signal degradation problems and allows surveying of boreholes to 
3000+m. The cable is also very light - the specific gravity is nearly 1.0 - 
making the cable handling hardware quite portable.

The EM Induction Process

Any time-varying transmitted ("primary") field induces current flow in 
conductive regions of the ground below and around the transmitter loop 
(i.e. in the earth or "half-space"). This current flow produces a measurable 
EM field, the secondary field, which has an inherent "inertia" that resists the 
change in primary field direction. This "inertial" effect is called self- 
inductance; it limits the rate at which current can change and is only 
dependent on the shape and size of a conductive path.

It takes a certain amount of time for the transmitted current flow to be 
redirected (reversed) and reestablished to full amplitude after the rate-of- 
change of the primary field reverses direction. This measurable reversal 
time is characteristic for a given conductor. In general, for a good conductor 
this time is greater than that of a poor conductor. This is because in a good 
conductor the terminal current level is greater, whereas its rate of change is 
limited by the inductance of the current path. The time-varying current 
causes an Emf in the sensor proportional to the time derivative of the 
current. This Emf decays with time - it vanishes when the reversal is 
complete - and the characteristic time of the Emf decay as measured by the 
sensor is referred to as the decay time of the conductor.

The large-scale current which is induced in the half-space by the primary 
field produces the half-space response as seen in typical UTEM profiles. This 
background response is influenced by the finite conductivity of the 
surrounding rock. Other currents may be induced in locally more 
conductive zones (conductors) that have longer decay times than the half- 
space response. The responses of these conductors are superimposed upon 
the background response. The result is that the UTEM receiver detects:

- the primary field waveform, a square-wave
- the half-space (background) response of the surrounding rock
- a slight-to-large response due to any conductors present.

The result is that in the presence of conductors the primary field waveform 
is substantially (and anomalously) distorted.
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UTEM DATA REDUCTION and PLOTTING CONVENTIONS

The UTEM data as it appears in the data files is in total field, continuously 
normalized form. In this form, the magnetic field data collected by the 
receiver is expressed as a Jo of the calculated primary magnetic field vector 
magnitude at the station. These are total field values - the UTEM system 
measures during the "on-time" and as such samples both the primary and 
secondary fields.

For plotting purposes, the reduced magnetic field data (as it appears in the 
data file) are transformed to other formats as required. The following is 
provided as a description of the various plotting formats used for the display 
of UTEM data. A plotting format is defined by the choice of the 
normalization and field type parameters selected for display.

NORMALIZATION

UTEM results are always expressed as a Jo of a normalizing field at some 
point in space.

In continuously normalized form the normalizing factor (the denominator) 
is the magnitude of the computed local primary field vector. As the primary 
exciting field magnitude diminishes with increasing distance from the 
transmitter loop the response is continuously amplified as a function of 
offset from the loop. Although this type of normalization considerably 
distorts the response shape, it permits anomalies to be easily identified at a 
wide range of distances from the loop.

Note: An optional form of continuous normalization permits the 
interpreter to normalize the response to the magnitude of the primary field 
vector at a fixed depth below each station. This is useful for surface profiles 
which come very close to the loop. Without this adjustment option, the 
normalizing field is so strong near the loop that the secondary effects 
become too small in the presence of such a large primary component. In 
such circumstances interpretation is difficult, however; by "normalizing at 
some depth" the size of the normalizing field, near the loop in particular, is 
reduced and the resulting profile can be more effectively interpreted to a 
very close distance from the transmitter wire. The usual choice for the 
depth is the estimated target depth is used.

In point normalized form the normalizing factor is the magnitude of the 
computed primary field vector at a single point in space. When data is 
presented in this form, the point of normalization is displayed in the title 
block of the plot. Point normalized profiles show the non-distorted shape of 
the field profiles. Unfortunately, the very large range in magnitude of
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anomalies both near and far from the loop means that small anomalies, 
particularly those far from the loop, may be overlooked on this type of plot 
in favor of presenting larger amplitude anomalies.

Note: Selecting the correct plot scales is critical to the recognition of 
conductors over the entire length of a point normalized profile. Point 
normalized data is often used for interpretation where an analysis of the 
shape of a specific anomaly is required. Point normalized profiles are 
therefore plotted selectively as required during interpretation. An exception 
to this procedure occurs where surface data has been collected entirely inside 
a transmitter loop. The primary field does not vary greatly inside the loop, 
therefore, the benefits of continuous normalization are not required in the 
display of such results. In these cases data is often point normalized to a 
fixed point near the loop centre.

FIELD TYPE

The type of field may be either the Total field or the Secondary field. In 
general, it is the secondary field that is most useful for the recognition and 
interpretation of discrete conductors.

UTEM Results as Secondary Fields

Because the UTEM system measures during the transmitter on-time the 
determination of the secondary field requires that an estimate of the primary 
signal be subtracted from the observations. Two estimates of the primary 
signal are available:

1) UTEM Channel l

One estimate of the primary signal is the value of the latest time channel 
observed by the UTEM System, channel 1. When Channel l is subtracted 
from the UTEM data the resulting data display is termed Channel l 
Reduced. This reduction formula is used in situations where it can be 
assumed that all responses from any target bodies have decayed away by 
the latest time channel sampled. The Channel l value is then a 
reasonable estimate of the primary signal present during Channels 2....10.

In practice the Channel l Reduced form is most useful when the 
secondary response is very small at the latest delay time. In these cases 
channel l is indeed a good estimate of the primary field and using it 
avoids problems due to geometric errors or transmitter loop 
current/system sensitivity errors.
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2) Calculated primary field

An alternate estimate of the primary field is obtained by computing the 
primary field from the known locations of the transmitter loop and the 
receiver stations. When the computed primary field is subtracted from the 
UTEM data the resulting data display is termed Primary Field Reduced .

The calculated primary field will be in error if the geometry is in error - 
mislocation of the survey stations or the loop vertices - or if the 
transmitter loop current/system sensitivity is in error. Mislocation errors 
from loop f station geometry may give rise to very large secondary field 
errors depending on the accuracy of the loop and station location method 
used. Transmitter loop current/system sensitivity error is rarely greater 
than 2Vo. Primary Field Reduced is plotted in situations where a large 
Channel l response is observed. In this case the assumption that the 
Channel l value is a reasonable estimate of the primary field effect is not 
valid.

Note: When UTEM data is plotted in the Channel l Reduced form the 
secondary field data for Channel l itself are always presented in Primary 
Field Reduced form and are plotted on a separate axis. This plotting format 
serves to show any long time-constant responses, magnetostatic anomalies 
and/or geometric errors present in the data.

Mathematical Formulations 

In the following expressions:

Rnj is the result plotted for the ntn UTEM channel,

Rlj is the result plotted for the latest-time UTEM channel, channel l,

Chnj is the raw component sensor value for the ntri channel at station j, 
Chlj is the raw component sensor value for channel l at station j,

is the computed primary field component in the sensor direction

is the magnitude of the computed primary field at:
- a fixed station for the entire line (point normalized data)
- the local station of observation (continuously normalized data)
- a fixed depth below the station (continuously normalized at a depth).
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Channel l Reduced Secondary Fields : Here, the latest time channel, 
Channel l is used as an "estimate" of the primary signal and channels 2-10 
are expressed as:

Rnj = (Chnj- Chip l l Hp l x 10095,

Channel l itself is reduced by subtracting a calculation of the primary field 
observed in the direction of the coil, Hp as follows:

Rlj = (Chlj - Hpj) l l Hp l x 1007o

Primary Field Reduced Secondary Fields : In this form all channels are 
reduced according to the equation used for channel l above:

Rnj = (Chnj- Hpj) l l Hp l x lOO^o

This type of reduction is most often used in cases where very good geometric 
control is available (leading to low error in the calculated primary field, Hpj)
and where very slowly decaying responses result in significant secondary 
field effects remaining in channel l observations.

UTEM Results as a Total Field

In certain cases results are presented as a 9fc of the Total Field. This display is 
particularly useful, in borehole surveys where the probe may actually pass 
through a very good conductor. In these cases the shielding effect of the 
conductor will cause the observed (total) field to become very small below 
the intersection point. This nullification due to shielding effects on the total 
field is much easier to see on a separate Total Field plot. In cases where the 
amplitude of the anomalies relative to the primary field is small, suggesting 
the presence of poorly conductive bodies, the Total Field plot is less useful.

The data contained in the UTEM reduced data files is in Total Field, 
continuously normalized form if:

Rnj = Chnj l \ Hp i
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DATA PRESENTATION

All UTEM survey results are presented as profiles in an Appendix of this 
report. For BHUTEM surveys the requisite Vectorplots, presented as plan 
and section views showing the direction and magnitude of the calculated 
primary field vectors for each transmitter loop, are presented in a separate 
Appendix.

The symbols used to identify the channels on all plots as well as the mean 
delay time for each channel is shown in the table below.

UTEM Svstem Mean Delav Times
10 Channel
C base freq:

Mode @
30.974

Channel # Delav time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 0

12.1 1
6.053
3.027
1.513
0.757
0.378
0.189
0.095
0.047
0.024

31 hz.(approx.)
hertz )

(ms) Plot Symbol

1
X
s
D

L
7
K
A
0

Notes on Standard plotting formats:

10 channel data in Channel l Reduced form - The data are usually displayed 
on three separate axes. This permits scale expansion, allowing for accurate 
determination of signal decay rates. The standard configuration is:

Bottom axis - Channel l (latest time) is plotted alone in Primary Field 
Reduced form using the same scale as the center axis.

Center axis - The intermediate to late time channels, ch5 to ch2 are plotted 
on the center axis using a suitable scale.

Top axis - The early time channels, chlO to ch6 and a repeat of ch5 for 
comparison are plotted on the top axis at a reduced scale. The
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earliest channels, ch8 to cbl O, may not be plotted to avoid clutter.

10 channel data in Primary Field Reduced form: The data are displayed 
using a single axis plot format. Secondary effects are plotted using a Y axis 
on each data plot with peak to peak values up to 2009k.

BHUTEM data plotted as total field profiles: Data are expressed directly as a 
percentage of the Total Field value. The Y axis on each single axis data plot 
shows peak values of up to 10096. These departures are always relative to 
the measured total field value at the observation station.

BHUTEM data plotted as secondary field profiles: Check the title block of the 
plot to determine if the data is in Channel l Reduced form or in Primary Field 
Reducedjorm.

Note that on all BHUTEM plots the ratio between the axial component of the 
primary field of the loop and the magnitude of the total primary field strength 
(de) is plotted as a profile without symbols. In UTEM jargon this is referred to as 
the "primary field" and it is plotted for use as a polarity reference tool.
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Note on sources of anomalous Chl

This section outlines the possible sources of anomalous channel l which is 
not correlated to the Ch2-10 data plotted on the upper axes of a channel l 
normalized plot.

1) Mislocation of the transmitter loop and/or survey stations
Mislocating the transmitter loop and/or the survey stations results in an 
error in the calculated primary field at the station and appears as an 
anomalous Chl value not correlated to channel l normalized Ch2-10. The 
effect is amplified near the loop front. This can be seen in the profiles - the 
error in Chl generally increases approaching the loop. As a rule a 19k error in 
measurement of the distance from the loop will result in, for outside the loop 
surveys, an error in Chl of:

- 17o near the loop front (long-wire field varies as l/r)
- 39o at a distance from the loop front (dipolar field varies as l/rS)
- T.% at intermediate distances (intermediate field varies as -1/r2)

Errors in elevation result in smaller errors but as they often affect the 
chainage they accumulate along the line.

The in-loop survey configuration generally diminishes geometric error since 
the field gradients are very low. At the centre of the loop the gradient in the 
vertical field is essentially zero so it is difficult to introduce geometric 
anomalies near the loop centre. Near the loop sides and at the closest 
approach of the lines to the wire mislocation of the loop and the station 
becomes more critical. Typically loop sides are designed to be ^OOm from any 
survey stations.

2) Magnetostatic UTEM responses
Magnetostatic UTEM responses arise over rocks which generate magnetic 
anomalies. Such magnetic materials will amplify the total (primary + 
secondary) field of the UTEM transmitter which is sensed by the receiver coil. 
The secondary field is generated by subtracting a computed primary which 
does not include magnetic effects. This can give rise to strong and abrupt 
channel l anomalies when the source of the magnetics is at surface. This is 
the case in a number of places on these grids. UTEM magnetostatic anomalies 
differ from DC magnetic anomalies in the following three major ways:

1) In the case of DC magnetics the field is dipping N and is very uniform 
over the scale of the survey area while the UTEM field inside the loop is 
vertical and it is stronger near the loop edges.

2) Most aeromagnetics are collected as total field while with UTEM we
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measure a given (in this case the z) component.
3)DC magnetic instruments observe the total magnetization of the causative 

body which is due to its susceptibility as well as any remnant 
magnetization. An AC method such as UTEM will not respond to the 
remnant portion of the magnetization.

The larger amplitude of the UTEM Chl response is explained by the fact that
the UTEM primary field is often more favourably coupled (magnetostatically
speaking) to magnetic mineralization as compared to the earths field.
Another factor could be the presence of a reverse remnant component to the
magnetization.
Note that positive (negative) magnetic anomalies will cause:
- positive (negative) Cbl anomalies in data collected outside the loop
- negative (positive) Chl anomalies in data collected inside the loop

3) Extremely good conductors
An extremely good conductor will be characterized by a time constant much 
longer than the half-period (@ 30Hz :^16ms). This will give rise to an 
anomalous Chl which is not correlated to the Ch2-10 data plotted on the 
upper axes of a channel l normalized plot.
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APPENDIX 4 

DATA PROFILES
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ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 
Recording Date: 
Approval Date:

Client(s):
147534

Survey Type(s):

W0270.01091 

2002-JUN-26 

2002-JUL-05

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED

Work Done from: 2002-JUN-24

to: 2002-JUN-25

INCO LIMITED

EM

Work Report Details:
Perform Applied Assign Reserve 

Claim* Perform Approve Applied Approve Assign Approve Reserve Approve Due Date

S 1244395 53,723 S3,723 S2.400 S2.400 SO O 51,323 51,323 2003-JUN-26

S3.723 33,723 S2.400 S2.400 SO S1.323 S1.323

External Credits: 

Reserve:
S1.323 Reserve of Work Report*: W0270.01091

S1.323 Total Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

41I14SE2007 2.23816 HUTTON 900

2002-Jul-08 10:13 Armstrong-d Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2002-JUL-05

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E6B5

INCO LIMITED
C/O INCO EXPLORATION
HWY17WEST
COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO
POM 1 NO CANADA

Tel: (888)415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.23816 
Transaction Number(s): W0270.01091

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact STEVEN BENETEAU by email at 
steve.beneteau@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Inco Limited 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Inco Limited 
(Assessment Office)

Gary Sorensen 
(Agent)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:17243
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